AK 080
SUMMER KURSK EARTH

A very special and unique color for vehicles in arid or dry terrain like the areas around Kursk. However, it can also be used for other war scenes. A unique color to compliment your collection of earth and dust colors.

We apply the product directly from the boat on a well. As we will give depth to the soil we add a light shade for the first application.

The second application will need to texture the soil adding some plaster.

Apply the mixture on the model by repeating the process until you achieve the desired effect.

Use the product to outline details and accentuate panel lines to create dust effects.

For the first application of adhered soil use a brush and a stick (you can also use the airbrush), this way we will get the splashes.

We will create the effect of rain on adhered soil to this model, sweep the surface vertical removing part of the earth to achieve the desired effect.

The final result.